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To recognize the topological phases one must look at: 
•Massless chiral edge states (DWF) 

•QuanIzed currents in the bulk
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Figure 6: The divergence of the (1+1)-dimensional gauge current in an external gauge field.

The system consists of fermions with charge q = 3, 4, 5 and chirality +, +,!, respectively. Each

of the currents obey the lattice anomaly equation individually. The sum of the currents vanish

due to the anomaly cancellation.

We will see, however, that this path does not lead to the desired result, namely a 4-

dimensional chiral gauge theory. The failure of this approach suggests that one has to keep the

gauge fields strictly 4-dimensional from the very beginning. In order not to couple both walls,

the gauge fields have to be switched o! on one of the domain walls such that only one wall is

gauged. We will thus have a situation with identical 4-dimensional gauge fields on a number of

s-slices around a wall and U = 1 in the complementary region around the anti-wall. Clearly,

at the boundary where both regions meet we loose gauge invariance. This can be repaired by

introducing a scalar (or Stückelberg) field at this boundary. However, as we will see, there exist

light mirror fermions living on the boundary. They can interact with the chiral zeromode on

the gauged domain wall thus rendering the theory vectorlike again.

5.1 Dimensional reduction

In this first way to couple the gauge fields the gauge interaction is split into a purely 4-

dimensional part and a piece that contains the gauge fields in the fifth direction. Both parts

are equipped with di!erent gauge couplings. For the possible phase structure and the question

of whether one may obtain a chiral gauge theory we will consider a 5-dimensional system. The

reason for making a departure from our 3-dimensional setup will become clear later. For the

discussion it is su"cient in a first step to consider the pure gauge theory alone. We will choose
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The role of topology in the Integer Quantum Hall Effect was recognized in TKNN
Thouless, Kohomoto Nightingale, den Nijs, 1982

The QFT analog: quanIzaIon of the Chern-Simons coefficient
Jansen, Golterman, DBK, 1992(H. So, 1985)

4

•IntegraIng out the massive bulk fermions gives a Chern-Simons operator with quanIzed coefficient 

•The fermion propagator is a map from momentum space (Td) to “Dirac space” (Sd), and the 1-loop 
Feynman diagram computes the winding number 

Volume 301, number 2,3 PHYSICS LETTERS B 4 March 1993 

( d -  1 )-dimensional anomaly for the single chiral fermion zeromode that is bound to the domam wall "~. This 
effect is a manifestation of the descent relations between the anomalies in odd and even dimensions [ 8 ]. 

In this letter, we show how to perform the Cal lan-Harvey (CH)  analysis for the lattice theory m euclidean 
space, where the zeromode spectrum is more complicated than m the cont inuum. It is far from obvious that the 
lamce theory should follow the CH cont inuum analysis; after all, the coefficient of the Chern-Slmons  action 
gets O( 1 ) contr ibut ions from arbitrarily heavy fermlon modes, and the heavy spectrum on the lattice looks 
nothing like m the cont inuum. In fact, we know the induced Chern-S imons  operator must have a coefficient 
very different from the cont inuum result. While ref. [3 ] analysed the spectrum of the theory for a Wilson cou- 
pling r =  1 and a domain  wall height 0 < mo< 2 and found a single chiral mode, a recent paper by Jansen and 
Schmaltz [ 9 ] analyses the same model for general parameters and shows that the spectrum bound to the domain 
wall changes discontinuously with varying mo/r  ~2. They find that for 2k<  I mo/rl < 2k+2 ,  where k is an integer 
in the range O<~k<~d- 1, there are (dZ~) choral modes bound to the domain wall with chirality ( - 1 )k×s ign(mo);  
there are no choral fermions for I mo/rl > 2d. This is qmte different than the cont inuum theory, for which there 
is a single chiral mode for any mo¢: 0. If the induced Chern-Simons  action on the lattice is to correctly account 
for the anomalous divergences of the chlral fermton currents on the domain wall, then evidently its coefficient 
must also depend discontinuously on mo/r  in a very particular way. We show in this letter that that does indeed 
happen ~3. 

The abelian Chern-S imons  action in d =  2n + l contmuous euchdean dimensions is given by 

f d 2n+ Ix Aa, 0a2Aa3 0a,,Aa2,+t • ( 1 ) F(a) CS ~ O t l  Ot2n+i "" 

When a massive fermion is integrated out of the theory it generates a c o n t n b u t m n  to the effective action of the 
form S~fr=c, Fcs; absorbing the gauge coupling into the gauge field, Fcs is seen to be o fd tmens ion  d, and so the 
coefficient c, will be dimensionless and the operator will not decouple for large fermion mass. The coefficient c, 
can be computed by calculating the relevant portmn of the graph in fig. 1. This is true on the lattice as well in 
the weak field, long wavelength limit for the gauge fields. Denoting the fermion propagator and photon vertex 
as S(p )  and iAu(p, p ' )  respectively, the graph of fig. 1 yields a value for c, which may be expressed as 

• 

l ~ a l #  I ct,,#notn+ j ~ 
c . =  (nT-i) ~ ) !  " 

" d2n+ Ip ] 
× (2rt)2,+ , T r [ S ( p ) A ~ , ( p , p - q t ) S ( p - q ~ )  ...A . . . .  (P+q"+~'P) q,=o" (2) 

BZ 

4~ It should be pointed out that if the magmtude of the Chern-Slmons current is regular dependent, the graph needs to be regulated. A 
regulator cannot change the divergence of the current, however. We thank M. Lfischer for this comment. 

42 All dlmenslonful parameters are gdven m lattice units. By a domam wall of height mo we mean a spatially dependent mass term 
re(s) --. +mo as s-, + oo, where s is the coordinate transverse to the domain wall. 

43 The dependence of the reduced Chern-Slmons actmn on the Wdson couphng • has been previously discussed for three d~mensmns m 
the continuum hmlt (spatmlly constant rn--,0) in ref. [ 10] and for Iml < 1 m ref. [ I 1 ] Some of the techmques used m this letter are 
samdar to those found m the latter work. 

---> \ / <-- 
ql ~ qn+1 

Fig. 1. The Feynman diagram m 2n+ I dtmensmns conmbutmg 
to the induced Chern-Simons acuon for abehan gauge fields, 
Y 7=+1 ~ q, = 0. Graphs with mulUple photon vertmes pecuhar to the 
latuce do not conmbute, as each A field from such a vertex has 
the same Lorentz index and the contnbutlon vanishes by the an- 
usymmetry of the ~ tensor 
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The factor of  n + 1 m eq. (2 )  is due to the symmetry  factor of  the graph m fig. !; the factor o f  i is the product  o f  
i "+ ~ from the photon vertices and ( - ~)" from relating the der ivauves  in eq. ( l ) to powers of  momenta .  The p- 
integrat ion is over  the Bri l loum zone o f a  hypercubic  lattice w~th latt ice spacing a =  I. 

The integral (2 )  looks very difficult to compute  on the latt ice for arbi t rary  n, as both S(p) and Au(p, p ' )  are 
in general rather compl ica ted  functions. It is made  quite tractable,  however, by exposing its topological proper-  
Ues. Gauge invariance implies  that  the photon  coupling satisfies the Ward  idenuty  '~ 

A u ( p , P ) = - i ~ p  u (P) , 

allowing c, m eq. (2 )  to be reexpressed as 

(3) 

" f d2~+lp 
( - - i )  ¢u, u2,., j T r { [ S ( p )  Ou, S ( p )  -~1 [ S ( p ) 0 u 2 , ÷ , S ( p ) - ' ]  : (4)  

c , =  ( n + l ) ( 2 n + l ) !  (2n)  2"+' . . . .  

where the d i f ferent iauon 0, is with respect to p,. The fermlon propagator  may be writ ten in the genetic form 

S -~ (p) =a(p) + i b ( p ) . y = N ( p ) [ c o s  I O(P)l+i~(P)'~' sm [0(P)  I 1 - N ( p )  V(p) ,  (5 )  

where N ( p )  -= a 2 ~ ,  0 (p)  = ~ arctan ( I b l / a  ), and V(p) is seen to be a 2" X 2" uni tary matrix.  Provided  that  
S -  z (p)  does not vanish for any p, eq. (4)  ts independent  of  N ( p ) ,  allowing S -  ~ (p)  and S(p) to be replaced 
everywhere by V(p) and Vt(p)  respectively. This  matr ix  V(p) is seen to describe a mapping  from momen tum 
space - with on the hypercub~c la tuce is the torus T a - onto  the sphere S d defined by the vector O(p). The 
homotopy  classes o f  such maps  are ~dentified by integers, and so the integral in eq. (4)  has a s imple topological 
interpretat ion;  It is, to a normal izauon  constant ,  the winding number  of  the map described by the ferm~on 
propagator .  (As an example  o f a  n o n m v a l  map  from T2--*S 2, picture the torus as a square with oppost te  edges 
identif ied,  and map the square onto a sphere so that the center  of  the square is mapped  to the Nor th  pole of  S 2, 
whtle the edge of  the square are all mapped  to the South pole. ) 

We now proceed to compute  th~s winding number  for the Wilson fermion propagator.  Although we are ulti- 
mately interested in the effective action for latt ice fermlons in the presence of  a domain  wall, we can compute  
the effective act ion far from the mass defect on e~ther side by treating the fermion mass as a constant  rn. Thus 
we can use the s tandard  Wilson propagator  

d d 
S - l ( p ) =  ~ iTusmpu+m+r ~ ( c o s p u _ l ) .  (6)  

ju=l  ,u=l  

Cont inuous  changes in the mass and Wilson couphng, m and r, cannot  change the value o f  the winding number  
except at points  for which S -  t has a zero for some momen tum p. Such singular points  of  the mapping occur 
only at momen ta  corresponding to the corners of  the Bril louin zone, and then only for m/r=O, 2, ..., 2d. The 
Che rn -S imons  coefficient c, as a function o f  m/r  must therefore be piecewise constant,  changing only at these 
crmcai  values. Fur thermore ,  for fixed r, V(p) -~ _+ 1 as rn-~ + oo, so we may deduce that 

c , (m,r )=O f o r m / r < O , m / r > 2 d .  (7)  

To compute  c, for 0 < m/r< 2d, we need only evaluate the d e n v a u v e  of  the integral in eq. (4)  with respect to m 
across the critical values m/r=O, 2 ..... 2d. This task is s imphf ied  by the fact that c , (m+dm,  r) is unchanged as 
one deforms dm in a p-dependent  way so that d i n ( p )  vamshes for all p except in the vicini ty of  the Bril loum 
zone corners; these points  are denoted  by p=¢~k) ,  the a =  1, .., (~) vectors with k nonvanishmg components  

We expand the lamce gauge field as Uu(x) = 1 - L4u(X) + 
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CM theorists have idenIfied a plethora of topological phases in various dimensions
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Periodic table for to
pological insulators

and superconducto
rs

Alexei Kitaev

California Institute
of Technology, Pasa

dena, CA 91125, U.
S.A.

Abstract. Gapped phases of noninteracting fermions, with and without charge conservation and time-reversal symmetry,

are classified using Bott periodicity. The symmetry and spatial dimension determines a general universality class, which

corresponds to one of the 2 types of complex and 8 types of real Clifford algebras. The phases within a given class are further

characterized by a topological invariant, an element of some Abelian group that can be 0, Z, or Z2. The interface between

two infinite phases with different topological numbers must carry some gapless mode. Topological properties of finite systems

are described in terms of K-homology. This classification is robust with respect to disorder, provided electron states near the

Fermi energy are absent or localized. In some cases (e.g., integer quantum Hall systems) the K-theoretic classification is stable

to interactions, but a counterexample is also given.

Keywords: Topological phase, K-theory, K-homology, Clifford algebra, Bott periodicity

PACS: 73.43.-f, 72.25.Hg, 74.20.Rp, 67.30.H-, 02.40.Gh, 02.40.Re

The theoretical study [1, 2, 3] and experimental ob-

servation [4] of the quantum spin Hall effect in 2D sys-

tems, followed by the discovery of a similar phenomenon

is 3 dimensions [5, 6, 7, 8, 9], have generated consider-

able interest in topological states of free electrons. Both

kinds of systems are time-reversal invariant insulators.

More specifically, they consist of (almost) noninteract-

ing fermions with a gapped energy sp
ectrum and have

both the time-reversal symmetry (T ) and aU(1) symme-

try (Q). The latter is related to the particle number, which

is conserved in insulators but not in superconductors or

superfluids. Topological phases with only one of those

symmetries, or none, are also known. Such phases gen-

erally carry some gapless modes at the boundary.1

The classification of gapped free-fermion systems de-

pends on the symmetry and spatial dimension. For exam-

ple, two-dimensional insulators without T symmetry are

characterized by an integer ν , the quantized Hall conduc-

tivity in units of e2/h. For systems with discrete trans-

lational symmetry, it can be expressed in terms of the

band structure (more exactly, the electron eigenstates as

a function of momentum); such an expression is known

as the TKNN invariant [11], or the first Chern number.

A similar topological invariant (the k-th Chern number)

can be defined for any even dimension d. For d = 0, it is

simply the number of single-particle states with negative

energy (E < EF = 0), which are filled with electrons.

However, the other three symmetry types (no symme-

try, T only, or both T andQ) do not exhibit such a simple

pattern. Let us consider systems with no symmetry at all.

For d = 0, there is a Z2 invariant: the number of elec-

1 In contrast, strongly correlated topological phases (with anyons in the

bulk) may not have gapless boundary modes[10].

trons (mod2) in the ground state. For d = 1, a system in

this symmetry class, dubbed “Majorana chain”, also has

a Z2 invariant, which indicates the presence of unpaired

Majorana modes at the ends of the chain [12]. But for

d = 2 (e.g., a px + ipy superconductor), the topological

number is an integer though an even-odd effect is also

important [13, 14].

T -invariant insulators have an integer invariant (the

number of particle-occupied Kramers doublet states) for

d = 0, no invariant for d = 1, and a Z2 invariant for

d = 2 [1, 2] and for d = 3 [5, 6, 7]. 3D crystals (i.e.,

systems with discrete translational symmetry) have an

additional 3Z2 invariant, which distinguishes so-called

“weak topological insulators”.

With the exception just mentioned, the topological

numbers are insensitive to disorder and can even be de-

fined without the spectral gap assumption, provided the

eigenstates are localized. This result has been established

rigorously for integer quantum Hall systems [15, 16, 17],

where the invariant ν is related to the index theory and

can be expressed as a trace of a certain infinite operator,

which represents the insertion of a magnetic flux quan-

tum at an arbitrary point. Its trace can be calculated with

sufficient precision by examining an l-neighborhood of

that point, where l is the localization length. A similar lo-

cal expression for the Z2 invariant of a 1D system with no

symmetry has been derived in Appendix C of Ref. [14];

it involves an infinite Pfaffian or determinant.

In this paper, we do not look for analytic formulas for

topological numbers, but rather enumerate all possible

phases. Two Hamiltonians belong to the same phase if

they can be continuously transformed one to the other

while maintaining the energy gap or localization; we will

elaborate on that later. The identity of a phase can be de-

termined by some local probe. In particular, the Hamil-

5
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Complicated!   

But what is simple:  
massless DWF occur in all dimensions, with and without Chern-Simons currents, 
chiral anomalies… so there must be different sorts of topological phases…

Goal of this project:   
•develop a “test” for topological phases to reveal whether or not it has massless DWF 
•understand what happens when interacIons are added 
•perhaps apply to chiral gauge theories 

⬅

6
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ApplicaIon to chiral gauge theories?

x3

x1,2

L-L

M=1/am=-Λ

LH
RHRH

E⬆
⬆⬆ ⬆

⬆

LH

SM 
fermions

Mirror 
fermions

Can these be gapped w/o breaking  
gauge symmetry? Eichten, Preskill (1986)

7

Anomaly cancellaIon  
= only flavor Hall currents  
= Quantum Spin Hall effect

In 1+1 d, yes.  Can this be extended to higher dimensions?  
Any more clues besides anomaly cancellaIon?
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The e!ects of interactions on the topological classification of free fermion systems

Lukasz Fidkowski and Alexei Kitaev

California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125, U.S.A.

We describe in detail a counterexample to the topological classification of free fermion systems.

We deal with a one dimensional chain of Majorana fermions with an unusual T symmetry. The

topological invariant for the free fermion classification lies in Z, but with the introduction of inter-

actions the Z is broken to Z8. We illustrate this in the microscopic model of the Majorana chain

by constructing an explicit path between two distinct phases whose topological invariants are equal

modulo 8, along which the system remains gapped. The path goes through a strongly interacting

region. We also find the field theory interpretation of this phenomenon. There is a second order

phase transition between the two phases in the free theory which can be avoided by going through

the strongly interacting region. We show that this transition is in the 2D Ising universality class,

where a first order phase transition line, terminating at a second order transition, can be avoided

by going through the analogue of a high temperature paramagnetic phase. In fact, we construct

the full phase diagram of the system as a function of the thermal operator (i.e. the mass term that

tunes between the two phases in the free theory) and two quartic operators, obtaining a first order

Peierls transition region, a second order transition region, and a region with no transition.

I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of the quantum spin Hall e!ect [1, 2, 3,

4] and of the strong 3D topological insulator [5, 6, 7, 8],

both of which are novel band insulators, has prompted

renewed interest in the study of topological phases of

free fermion systems. Indeed, a full classification of all

possible topological phases in such systems has been put

forward in [9], where it is related to the enumeration of

symmetry classes of matrices [10], and in [11], which uses

the mathematical machinery of K-theory. This classifica-

tion is rather successful, with physical representatives of

the non-trivial topological classes listed for dimensions 1,

2, and 3, including the quantum spin Hall system HgTe

and the 3D topological insulator BiSb.

The big open question now is how the presence of in-

teractions changes this classification. Specifically, it is

possible that phases that were distinct in the free classi-

fication can actually be adiabatically connected through

a strongly interacting region. Now, for certain systems

the topological invariants can be defined in terms of phys-

ically measurable quantities, and hence are stable to in-

teractions. This occurs for example in the integer quan-

tum Hall e!ect, where the integer Chern number is pro-

portional to the Hall conductivity, as well as in 2D chi-

ral superconductors and 2D topological insulators and

superconductors. Also, the Z2 classification of the 3D

topological insulator reflects the presence or absence of

a ! theta term in the e!ective action for the electromag-

netic field, extending the definition of this invariant to

include systems with interactions [12, 13].

In this paper we give an example where the free classi-

fication breaks down. The system is 1 dimensional, with

an unusual T symmetry: T̂2 = 1 instead of T̂2 = (!1)N̂ .

For a concrete model, we consider the Majorana chain

and its variations, where T̂ acts on odd sites by T̂ ĉjT̂
!1 =

!ĉj so that terms like iĉjĉk are only allowed between

sites of di!erent parity. In the free-fermion setting, this

symmetry is described by one positive Cli!ord generator,

hence p = !1, q = p + 2 = 1, and for d = 1 we get a

topological invariant k " !0(Rq!d) = Z.

We can get some intuition for this integer by think-

ing about boundary states. We start by comparing it to

the usual Z2 classification of 1D systems without sym-

metry. The Z2 classification of systems without symme-

try is reflected in the fact that for a pair of Majorana

chains ĉ!
j , " = 1, 2, we can gap out the dangling Ma-

jorana operators ĉ!
1 and ĉ!

N
at the ends of the chain by

introducing the terms iĉ11ĉ
2
1 and iĉ1N ĉ2N (the i is necessary

to make these terms Hermitian). However, these terms

are not T̂ -invariant: T̂ (iĉ1j ĉ
2
j)T̂

!1 = !iĉ1j ĉ
2
j . Thus, in

the T̂ -symmetric case, we cannot gap out the dangling

Majorana operators with quadratic interactions, for any

number of chains - this is the origin of the Z invariant,

which just counts the number of boundary states in this

setup. However, it turns out that we can use non-trivial

quartic interactions to gap out the dangling Majorana

modes for the case of 8 Majorana chains - this is what

we will focus on in this paper.

Thus we study the setting of 8 parallel Majorana

chains, which has a phase transition characterized by

k = 8. We will see how the two phases separated by this

transition are actually adiabatically connected through

an interacting phase. This means that the two phases

are actually the same, and that the Z topological in-

variant is actually broken down to Z8. Below we will

demonstrate this fact by constructing an explicit path in

Hamiltonian space connecting the two phases of 8 paral-

lel Majorana chains. Adiabatic transformation along this

path connects the two phases through a strongly interact-

ing, but everywhere gapped, region. We do the analysis

first for the microscopic model in section II, where we

construct a quartic T̂ -invariant interaction that gaps out

the 8 boundary Majoranas, and then for the continuum

theory in section III.
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Proposal: compute the index of the Euclidian fermion operator for the system

Suppose a Minkowski theory has a massless edge state, and the Euclidian theory is: 
<latexit sha1_base64="/G2FcaCE7GPQqxYIXVvOudoExzc=">AAACC3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3Q4vgqiRS1I1QfIALFxXsA5oQJtNJO3QyCTMToYTs3fgrblwo4tYfcOffOGmz0NYDF86ccy9z7/FjRqWyrG+jtLS8srpWXq9sbG5t75i7ex0ZJQKTNo5YJHo+koRRTtqKKkZ6sSAo9Bnp+uPL3O8+ECFpxO/VJCZuiIacBhQjpSXPrKYORgzeZt41PIeOj4QTSwpn6lWWPzyzZtWtKeAisQtSAwVanvnlDCKchIQrzJCUfduKlZsioShmJKs4iSQxwmM0JH1NOQqJdNPpLRk81MoABpHQxRWcqr8nUhRKOQl93RkiNZLzXi7+5/UTFZy5KeVxogjHs4+ChEEVwTwYOKCCYMUmmiAsqN4V4hESCCsdX0WHYM+fvEg6x3X7pN64a9SaF0UcZXAAquAI2OAUNMENaIE2wOARPINX8GY8GS/Gu/Exay0Zxcw++APj8wdb0poC</latexit>

LE =  ̄D 
By adding background fields to localize the edge state in spaceIme, D will have a nonzero index if the Minkowski 
theory has a massless edge state.

Example: Majorana fermion in 1+1 dimensions with a domain wall mass: this will have massless a 
Majorana state localized at the kink.   (Kitaev’s proposal for quantum compuIng)

2

Evaluating this with „1 = m‘(x2) and „2 = µ‘(x1) gives
a nonzero value for the vorticity and a nonzero index,
indicating the existence of a gapless state in the original
theory with a single domain wall. the result is valid for
general „(x), however, and not necessarily one with such
simple geometry as crossed planar domain walls.

As another example, we can consider a Dirac fermion
in 2 + 1 dimensions with a domain wall mass. This gives
rise to a one-component massless Weyl fermion on the
1 + 1 dimension edge. To probe its existence in Euclid-
ian spacetime we can add a gauge field with nonzero
vorticity which will ensure a nonzero index for the 2-
dimensional Euclidian Weyl operator via the Atiyah-
Singer index theorem, and hence a nonzero index for the
full 3-dimensional Euclidian Dirac operator.

The above examples explain our approach: we add ex-
tra diagnostic fields to the theory of interest and see how
the index of D depends on them. One finds that the
index is proportional to a topological invariant of these
fields in coordinate space, times a topological invariant
constructed from the fermion dispersion relation in mo-
mentum space. A nonzero value for these winding num-
bers is taken to indicate the existence of massless states
in the Minkowski version of the original theory. We now
describe the general calculation of the index, followed by
examples.

The index of a non-Hermitian elliptic operator D can
be defined as I(0) © limMæ0 I(M), where

I(M) = Tr
5
�‰

3
M

2

D†D + M2 ≠ M
2

DD† + M2

46

= ≠Tr �‰
M

K + M
, (1) {I

M
}

where

K =
3

0 ≠D†

D 0

4
, �‰ =

3
1 0
0 ≠1

4
, {K, �5} = 0 . (2) {K

de
f}

Let us now imagine that S =
s

Â̄DÂ is the Euclidian
action for a system of interest with massless edge states
in (d+1)-dimensional Minkowski spacetime, where we use
the term “edge states” to refer massless fermions bound
to a defect of any codimension. Then 1/(K + M) looks
like the propagator in a new theory with Euclidian action

S =
⁄

d
d+1

x �(K + M)� , (3) {a
ct

}

where � is a complex fermion with its own continuous
fermion number symmetry and in the M æ 0 limit a
continuous axial symmetry, both of which are unrelated
to any symmetries of the original theory. � also has twice
as many components as the physical fermions. We can

now express I(M) in terms of the new theory as

I(M) = M

⁄
d

d+1
x È�(x)�‰�(x)Í , (4) {P

S}

where the quantum averages is computed from a path in-
tegral over � and � with weight e

≠S . As we will show, a
similar action results if we start from a Minkowski theory
of real fermions with Euclidian action

s
Â

T
CDÂ, where

C is the charge conjugation operator.
In the cases we will examine, K will be a linear dif-

ferential operator of the form K = �µˆµ + V , where
the V is some spacetime dependent matrix. Then we
can define the Noether current for the axial symmetry
of eq. (3), Jµ = ��µ�‰� which obeys an anomalous
Ward-Takahashi identity

ˆµJµ = 2M��‰� + A , (5) {d
iv

J}

where the first term on the right is due to the explicit
chiral symmetry breaking by M , and A is the potential
anomalous contribution due to the variance of the path
integral measure [3], with

⁄
d

d+1
x A = 2 lim

�æŒ
Tr �‰e

K2/�2
= ≠2 I(Œ) . (6) {f

uj
i}

It follows then from Eq. (4) that

I(M) = I(Œ) + 1
2

⁄
d

d+1
x ˆµÈ��µ�‰�Í . (7) {i

nd
}

Therefore, to compute the index I(0) one need only com-
pute the two terms on the right in the massless limit.
In all the cases we will consider, the anomaly A and
hence I(Œ) trivially vanish, and one need only compute
the axial current flowing in from infinity, which requires
computing the one loop diagram for the chiral current
È��µ�‰�Í from the action in Eq. (3). Note that in every
case, a nontrivial index is associated with current inflow,
independently from whether D has a continuous sym-
metry or anomalies; this chiral current exists for every
Minkowski theory and is unrelated to any chiral symme-
try the original Minkowski theory might have possessed;
it behaves like a generalization of the familiar Quantum
Hall current.

MAJORANA FERMION IN 1 + 1 DIMENSIONS

Our first example is a massive Majorana fermion in
1 + 1 dimensions. Our starting point is the Lagrangian
in Minkowski spacetime,

LM = 1
2 Â

T
C

!
i /̂ ≠ m

"
Â (8)

domain wall profile

No currents, no anomaly
x

8
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x

t

No localized mode in Euclidian spaceIme… But there is if you add a domain wall in 
Euclidian Ime direcIon:

x

t

Massless edge state of original theory will show up as localized zeromode of 

3

where ‰ is a real, two-component Grassmann spinor and
we can take “

0 = C = ‡2, “
1 = ≠i‡1, “‰ = ‡3, where ‡i

are the Pauli matrices. This is the model considered in
Ref. [8], although here we do not include interactions, and
we consider the case of infinite dimensions with a domain
wall mass m = m0‘(x1) rather than a finite wire with two
ends. This theory has no continuous symmetries except
Lorentz symmetry (under which Â æ exp(Ê‡3/2)Â). As
is easy to see, a gapless fermion exists at x

1 = 0.
The Euclidian Lagrangian is obtained from the

Minkowski Lagrangian in d+1 dimensions as LE = ≠LM

along with the replacement ˆ0 æ iˆd+1 and a redefini-
tion of the “ matrices so that they obey the SO(d + 1)
Cli�ord algebra. In the present example with d = 1 we
have LE = 1

2 Â
T

CDÂ, where D = /̂ + m with “1 = ≠‡1,
“2 = ‡2, “‰ = ‡3 and C = ‡2. Following the discussion
in the introduction we generalize the model by replacing
the mass by a scalar field „1 and add a pseudoscalar field
„2 so that our Euclidian fermion operator becomes

D =
!

/̂ + „1 + i„2“‰

"
. (9) {d

da
g}

In order to compute the index of D we next construct
the Euclidian theory L = �(K + M)� where K, is spec-
ified by Eq. (2). The operator K can be written as

K =
2ÿ

µ=1
�µˆµ + i„2�3 + i„1�4 = e

≠i�34◊
K0e

i�34◊
,

K0 = (�µˆµ ≠ i�µ�34◊ + ifl�4) , (10)

where we write „1 + i„2 = fle
i◊, and our basis is

�i = ‡1 ¢ “i , �3 = ‡1 ¢ “‰ ,

�4 = ≠‡2 ¢ 1 , �‰ = ‡3 ¢ 1 ,

�34 = i

4 [�3, �4] = 1
2 ‡3 ¢ ‡3 .

(11)

The leading contribution to the current Jµ in a derivative
expansion of the scalar fields is shown in Fig. 1 and is
given by the order ◊ piece of Tr �µ�‰K

≠1, which is given
by

Jµ = iˆ‹◊

⁄
d

2
q

(2fi)2 Tr �‰

#
K

≠1
0 ˆ‹K0, �34

$
(K≠1

0 ˆµK0)

= i‘µ‹ˆ‹◊

⁄
d

2
q

(2fi)2 ‘–—Tr “‰(D≠1
0 ˆ–D0)(D≠1

0 ˆ—D0)

= ≠‘µ‹ˆ‹◊

fi
(12) {i

nd
ex

2}

where D0 = ≠i/q+ifl, and the derivatives are with respect
to the loop momentum q

2. The index is then computed

2 To arrive at this result requires some care: one cannot use the

to be

I(0) = ≠ 1
2

⁄
d

2
x ˆµJµ =

j
d◊

2fi
= ‹„ , (13) {r

es
2}

where ‹„ is the winding number of the scalar field „.
If one considers the configuration „1 = m‘(x2), „2 =
µ‘(x1) for m.0, mu > 0 as discussed in the introduction,
one finds ‹ = 1, indicating the existence of a massless
particle at x2 = 0 when µ æ 0, but eq. (12) applies more
generally.

We see that the index of the Euclidian fermion operator
D reveals the existence of massless edge state, linking it
to the topology of the background „ field, but the above
calculation does not fully reveal the topological nature
of the edge state, because it makes it look mysterious
that the Feynman integral gave the right coe�cient for
the index to be an integer, instead of ‹/fi, for example.
One can use the techniques of Ref. [4] to show that the
Feynman integral is computing a winding number in mo-
mentum space. Tthe expression in eq. (12) is unchanged
under the substitution

D0 æ D0Ô
det D0

© U , (14)

where U is a unitary matrix. Defining the chiral rotation
of U to be

� = ›U›, › = e
i⁄“5/2 (15)

allows us to rewrite eq. (12) as

Jµ = 1
3‘µ‹ˆ‹◊

◊
⁄ 2fi

0

d⁄

2fi

⁄
d

2
q

(2fi)2 ‘–—“Tr
#
(�†

ˆ–�)(�†
ˆ—�)(�†

ˆ“�)
$

,

(16)

where the indices refer to the three coordinates q1,2 and
⁄. The matrix � can be viewed as a nonlinear ‡-model
mapping the space parametrized by these three coordi-
nate to the manifold SO(4)/SO(3) = S

3. The normal-
ized volume form for this map is

Ê = ≠ 1
24fi2 ‘–—“Tr

#
(�†

ˆ–�)(�†
ˆ—�)(�†

ˆ“�)
$

.(17)

Therefore the the current and index may be written as

Jµ = ≠‹q
‘µ‹ˆ‹◊

fi
, I(0) = ‹q‹„ , (18)

where ‹q is the winding number of the map from {q, ⁄}
space to SO(4)/SO(3) = S

3 and as before, ‹„ is the

naive relation ei�34◊�‰e≠i�34◊ = �‰ because the integral is ill-
defined, and so we regulate the integral by point-splitting the
vertex at the �µ�‰ insertion and find a nontrivial contribution.
This is because the �34 rotation is anomalous in the presence of
a source for the chiral current.

with proper choice for φ1 , φ2   …but not for D† … so index of D = 1. 

9
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How to compute the (Callias) index?

index(D) = limM->0  I(M)

2

Evaluating this with „1 = m‘(x2) and „2 = µ‘(x1) gives
a nonzero value for the vorticity and a nonzero index,
indicating the existence of a gapless state in the original
theory with a single domain wall. the result is valid for
general „(x), however, and not necessarily one with such
simple geometry as crossed planar domain walls.

As another example, we can consider a Dirac fermion
in 2 + 1 dimensions with a domain wall mass. This gives
rise to a one-component massless Weyl fermion on the
1 + 1 dimension edge. To probe its existence in Euclid-
ian spacetime we can add a gauge field with nonzero
vorticity which will ensure a nonzero index for the 2-
dimensional Euclidian Weyl operator via the Atiyah-
Singer index theorem, and hence a nonzero index for the
full 3-dimensional Euclidian Dirac operator.

The above examples explain our approach: we add ex-
tra diagnostic fields to the theory of interest and see how
the index of D depends on them. One finds that the
index is proportional to a topological invariant of these
fields in coordinate space, times a topological invariant
constructed from the fermion dispersion relation in mo-
mentum space. A nonzero value for these winding num-
bers is taken to indicate the existence of massless states
in the Minkowski version of the original theory. We now
describe the general calculation of the index, followed by
examples.

The index of a non-Hermitian elliptic operator D can
be defined as I(0) © limMæ0 I(M), where

I(M) = Tr
53

M
2

D†D + M2 ≠ M
2

DD† + M2

46

= ≠Tr �‰
M

K + M
, (1) {I

M
}

where

K =
3

0 ≠D†

D 0

4
, �‰ =

3
1 0
0 ≠1

4
, {K, �5} = 0 . (2) {K

de
f}

Let us now imagine that S =
s

Â̄DÂ is the Euclidian
action for a system of interest with massless edge states
in (d+1)-dimensional Minkowski spacetime, where we use
the term “edge states” to refer massless fermions bound
to a defect of any codimension. Then 1/(K + M) looks
like the propagator in a new theory with Euclidian action

S =
⁄

d
d+1

x �(K + M)� , (3) {a
ct

}

where � is a complex fermion with its own continuous
fermion number symmetry and in the M æ 0 limit a
continuous axial symmetry, both of which are unrelated
to any symmetries of the original theory. � also has twice
as many components as the physical fermions. We can

now express I(M) in terms of the new theory as

I(M) = M

⁄
d

d+1
x È�(x)�‰�(x)Í , (4) {P

S}

where the quantum averages is computed from a path in-
tegral over � and � with weight e

≠S . As we will show, a
similar action results if we start from a Minkowski theory
of real fermions with Euclidian action

s
Â

T
CDÂ, where

C is the charge conjugation operator.
In the cases we will examine, K will be a linear dif-

ferential operator of the form K = �µˆµ + V , where
the V is some spacetime dependent matrix. Then we
can define the Noether current for the axial symmetry
of eq. (3), Jµ = ��µ�‰� which obeys an anomalous
Ward-Takahashi identity

ˆµJµ = 2M��‰� + A , (5) {d
iv

J}

where the first term on the right is due to the explicit
chiral symmetry breaking by M , and A is the potential
anomalous contribution due to the variance of the path
integral measure [3], with

⁄
d

d+1
x A = 2 lim

�æŒ
Tr �‰e

K2/�2
= ≠2 I(Œ) . (6) {f

uj
i}

It follows then from Eq. (4) that

I(M) = I(Œ) + 1
2

⁄
d

d+1
x ˆµÈ��µ�‰�Í . (7) {i

nd
}

Therefore, to compute the index I(0) one need only com-
pute the two terms on the right in the massless limit.
In all the cases we will consider, the anomaly A and
hence I(Œ) trivially vanish, and one need only compute
the axial current flowing in from infinity, which requires
computing the one loop diagram for the chiral current
È��µ�‰�Í from the action in Eq. (3). Note that in every
case, a nontrivial index is associated with current inflow,
independently from whether D has a continuous sym-
metry or anomalies; this chiral current exists for every
Minkowski theory and is unrelated to any chiral symme-
try the original Minkowski theory might have possessed;
it behaves like a generalization of the familiar Quantum
Hall current.

MAJORANA FERMION IN 1 + 1 DIMENSIONS

Our first example is a massive Majorana fermion in
1 + 1 dimensions. Our starting point is the Lagrangian
in Minkowski spacetime,

LM = 1
2 Â

T
C

!
i /̂ ≠ m

"
Â (8)

2

Evaluating this with „1 = m‘(x2) and „2 = µ‘(x1) gives
a nonzero value for the vorticity and a nonzero index,
indicating the existence of a gapless state in the original
theory with a single domain wall. the result is valid for
general „(x), however, and not necessarily one with such
simple geometry as crossed planar domain walls.

As another example, we can consider a Dirac fermion
in 2 + 1 dimensions with a domain wall mass. This gives
rise to a one-component massless Weyl fermion on the
1 + 1 dimension edge. To probe its existence in Euclid-
ian spacetime we can add a gauge field with nonzero
vorticity which will ensure a nonzero index for the 2-
dimensional Euclidian Weyl operator via the Atiyah-
Singer index theorem, and hence a nonzero index for the
full 3-dimensional Euclidian Dirac operator.

The above examples explain our approach: we add ex-
tra diagnostic fields to the theory of interest and see how
the index of D depends on them. One finds that the
index is proportional to a topological invariant of these
fields in coordinate space, times a topological invariant
constructed from the fermion dispersion relation in mo-
mentum space. A nonzero value for these winding num-
bers is taken to indicate the existence of massless states
in the Minkowski version of the original theory. We now
describe the general calculation of the index, followed by
examples.

The index of a non-Hermitian elliptic operator D can
be defined as I(0) © limMæ0 I(M), where

I(M) = Tr
53

M
2

D†D + M2 ≠ M
2

DD† + M2

46

= ≠Tr �‰
M

K + M
, (1) {I
M

}

where

K =
3

0 ≠D†

D 0

4
, �‰ =

3
1 0
0 ≠1

4
, {K, �5} = 0 . (2) {K

de
f}

Let us now imagine that S =
s

Â̄DÂ is the Euclidian
action for a system of interest with massless edge states
in (d+1)-dimensional Minkowski spacetime, where we use
the term “edge states” to refer massless fermions bound
to a defect of any codimension. Then 1/(K + M) looks
like the propagator in a new theory with Euclidian action

S =
⁄

d
d+1

x �(K + M)� , (3) {a
ct

}

where � is a complex fermion with its own continuous
fermion number symmetry and in the M æ 0 limit a
continuous axial symmetry, both of which are unrelated
to any symmetries of the original theory. � also has twice
as many components as the physical fermions. We can

now express I(M) in terms of the new theory as

I(M) = M

⁄
d

d+1
x È�(x)�‰�(x)Í , (4) {P

S}

where the quantum averages is computed from a path in-
tegral over � and � with weight e

≠S . As we will show, a
similar action results if we start from a Minkowski theory
of real fermions with Euclidian action

s
Â

T
CDÂ, where

C is the charge conjugation operator.
In the cases we will examine, K will be a linear dif-

ferential operator of the form K = �µˆµ + V , where
the V is some spacetime dependent matrix. Then we
can define the Noether current for the axial symmetry
of eq. (3), Jµ = ��µ�‰� which obeys an anomalous
Ward-Takahashi identity

ˆµJµ = 2M��‰� + A , (5) {d
iv

J}

where the first term on the right is due to the explicit
chiral symmetry breaking by M , and A is the potential
anomalous contribution due to the variance of the path
integral measure [3], with

⁄
d

d+1
x A = 2 lim

�æŒ
Tr �‰e

K2/�2
= ≠2 I(Œ) . (6) {f

uj
i}

It follows then from Eq. (4) that

I(M) = I(Œ) + 1
2

⁄
d

d+1
x ˆµÈ��µ�‰�Í . (7) {i

nd
}

Therefore, to compute the index I(0) one need only com-
pute the two terms on the right in the massless limit.
In all the cases we will consider, the anomaly A and
hence I(Œ) trivially vanish, and one need only compute
the axial current flowing in from infinity, which requires
computing the one loop diagram for the chiral current
È��µ�‰�Í from the action in Eq. (3). Note that in every
case, a nontrivial index is associated with current inflow,
independently from whether D has a continuous sym-
metry or anomalies; this chiral current exists for every
Minkowski theory and is unrelated to any chiral symme-
try the original Minkowski theory might have possessed;
it behaves like a generalization of the familiar Quantum
Hall current.

MAJORANA FERMION IN 1 + 1 DIMENSIONS

Our first example is a massive Majorana fermion in
1 + 1 dimensions. Our starting point is the Lagrangian
in Minkowski spacetime,

LM = 1
2 Â

T
C

!
i /̂ ≠ m

"
Â (8)

Can write as:

2

Evaluating this with „1 = m‘(x2) and „2 = µ‘(x1) gives
a nonzero value for the vorticity and a nonzero index,
indicating the existence of a gapless state in the original
theory with a single domain wall. the result is valid for
general „(x), however, and not necessarily one with such
simple geometry as crossed planar domain walls.

As another example, we can consider a Dirac fermion
in 2 + 1 dimensions with a domain wall mass. This gives
rise to a one-component massless Weyl fermion on the
1 + 1 dimension edge. To probe its existence in Euclid-
ian spacetime we can add a gauge field with nonzero
vorticity which will ensure a nonzero index for the 2-
dimensional Euclidian Weyl operator via the Atiyah-
Singer index theorem, and hence a nonzero index for the
full 3-dimensional Euclidian Dirac operator.

The above examples explain our approach: we add ex-
tra diagnostic fields to the theory of interest and see how
the index of D depends on them. One finds that the
index is proportional to a topological invariant of these
fields in coordinate space, times a topological invariant
constructed from the fermion dispersion relation in mo-
mentum space. A nonzero value for these winding num-
bers is taken to indicate the existence of massless states
in the Minkowski version of the original theory. We now
describe the general calculation of the index, followed by
examples.

The index of a non-Hermitian elliptic operator D can
be defined as I(0) © limMæ0 I(M), where

I(M) = Tr
53

M
2

D†D + M2 ≠ M
2

DD† + M2

46

= ≠Tr �‰
M

K + M
, (1) {I

M
}

where

K =
3

0 ≠D†

D 0

4
, �‰ =

3
1 0
0 ≠1

4
, {K, �5} = 0 . (2) {K

de
f}

Let us now imagine that S =
s

Â̄DÂ is the Euclidian
action for a system of interest with massless edge states
in (d+1)-dimensional Minkowski spacetime, where we use
the term “edge states” to refer massless fermions bound
to a defect of any codimension. Then 1/(K + M) looks
like the propagator in a new theory with Euclidian action

S =
⁄

d
d+1

x �(K + M)� , (3) {a
ct

}

where � is a complex fermion with its own continuous
fermion number symmetry and in the M æ 0 limit a
continuous axial symmetry, both of which are unrelated
to any symmetries of the original theory. � also has twice
as many components as the physical fermions. We can

now express I(M) in terms of the new theory as

I(M) = M

⁄
d

d+1
x È�(x)�‰�(x)Í , (4) {P

S}

where the quantum averages is computed from a path in-
tegral over � and � with weight e

≠S . As we will show, a
similar action results if we start from a Minkowski theory
of real fermions with Euclidian action

s
Â

T
CDÂ, where

C is the charge conjugation operator.
In the cases we will examine, K will be a linear dif-

ferential operator of the form K = �µˆµ + V , where
the V is some spacetime dependent matrix. Then we
can define the Noether current for the axial symmetry
of eq. (3), Jµ = ��µ�‰� which obeys an anomalous
Ward-Takahashi identity

ˆµJµ = 2M��‰� + A , (5) {d
iv

J}

where the first term on the right is due to the explicit
chiral symmetry breaking by M , and A is the potential
anomalous contribution due to the variance of the path
integral measure [3], with

⁄
d

d+1
x A = 2 lim

�æŒ
Tr �‰e

K2/�2
= ≠2 I(Œ) . (6) {f

uj
i}

It follows then from Eq. (4) that

I(M) = I(Œ) + 1
2

⁄
d

d+1
x ˆµÈ��µ�‰�Í . (7) {i

nd
}

Therefore, to compute the index I(0) one need only com-
pute the two terms on the right in the massless limit.
In all the cases we will consider, the anomaly A and
hence I(Œ) trivially vanish, and one need only compute
the axial current flowing in from infinity, which requires
computing the one loop diagram for the chiral current
È��µ�‰�Í from the action in Eq. (3). Note that in every
case, a nontrivial index is associated with current inflow,
independently from whether D has a continuous sym-
metry or anomalies; this chiral current exists for every
Minkowski theory and is unrelated to any chiral symme-
try the original Minkowski theory might have possessed;
it behaves like a generalization of the familiar Quantum
Hall current.

MAJORANA FERMION IN 1 + 1 DIMENSIONS

Our first example is a massive Majorana fermion in
1 + 1 dimensions. Our starting point is the Lagrangian
in Minkowski spacetime,

LM = 1
2 Â

T
C

!
i /̂ ≠ m

"
Â (8)

where:

•K looks like a Dirac operator for a fermion with 
twice as many components as the original fermion 

•Γχ looks like the γ5 for that doubled theory

10
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Recipe for compuIng index(D): 

2

Evaluating this with „1 = m‘(x2) and „2 = µ‘(x1) gives
a nonzero value for the vorticity and a nonzero index,
indicating the existence of a gapless state in the original
theory with a single domain wall. the result is valid for
general „(x), however, and not necessarily one with such
simple geometry as crossed planar domain walls.

As another example, we can consider a Dirac fermion
in 2 + 1 dimensions with a domain wall mass. This gives
rise to a one-component massless Weyl fermion on the
1 + 1 dimension edge. To probe its existence in Euclid-
ian spacetime we can add a gauge field with nonzero
vorticity which will ensure a nonzero index for the 2-
dimensional Euclidian Weyl operator via the Atiyah-
Singer index theorem, and hence a nonzero index for the
full 3-dimensional Euclidian Dirac operator.

The above examples explain our approach: we add ex-
tra diagnostic fields to the theory of interest and see how
the index of D depends on them. One finds that the
index is proportional to a topological invariant of these
fields in coordinate space, times a topological invariant
constructed from the fermion dispersion relation in mo-
mentum space. A nonzero value for these winding num-
bers is taken to indicate the existence of massless states
in the Minkowski version of the original theory. We now
describe the general calculation of the index, followed by
examples.

The index of a non-Hermitian elliptic operator D can
be defined as I(0) © limMæ0 I(M), where

I(M) = Tr
53

M
2

D†D + M2 ≠ M
2

DD† + M2

46

= ≠Tr �‰
M

K + M
, (1) {I

M
}

where

K =
3

0 ≠D†

D 0

4
, �‰ =

3
1 0
0 ≠1

4
, {K, �5} = 0 . (2) {K
de

f}

Let us now imagine that S =
s

Â̄DÂ is the Euclidian
action for a system of interest with massless edge states
in (d+1)-dimensional Minkowski spacetime, where we use
the term “edge states” to refer massless fermions bound
to a defect of any codimension. Then 1/(K + M) looks
like the propagator in a new theory with Euclidian action

S =
⁄

d
d+1

x �(K + M)� , (3) {a
ct

}

where � is a complex fermion with its own continuous
fermion number symmetry and in the M æ 0 limit a
continuous axial symmetry, both of which are unrelated
to any symmetries of the original theory. � also has twice
as many components as the physical fermions. We can

now express I(M) in terms of the new theory as

I(M) = M

⁄
d

d+1
x È�(x)�‰�(x)Í , (4) {P

S}

where the quantum averages is computed from a path in-
tegral over � and � with weight e

≠S . As we will show, a
similar action results if we start from a Minkowski theory
of real fermions with Euclidian action

s
Â

T
CDÂ, where

C is the charge conjugation operator.
In the cases we will examine, K will be a linear dif-

ferential operator of the form K = �µˆµ + V , where
the V is some spacetime dependent matrix. Then we
can define the Noether current for the axial symmetry
of eq. (3), Jµ = ��µ�‰� which obeys an anomalous
Ward-Takahashi identity

ˆµJµ = 2M��‰� + A , (5) {d
iv

J}

where the first term on the right is due to the explicit
chiral symmetry breaking by M , and A is the potential
anomalous contribution due to the variance of the path
integral measure [3], with

⁄
d

d+1
x A = 2 lim

�æŒ
Tr �‰e

K2/�2
= ≠2 I(Œ) . (6) {f

uj
i}

It follows then from Eq. (4) that

I(M) = I(Œ) + 1
2

⁄
d

d+1
x ˆµÈ��µ�‰�Í . (7) {i

nd
}

Therefore, to compute the index I(0) one need only com-
pute the two terms on the right in the massless limit.
In all the cases we will consider, the anomaly A and
hence I(Œ) trivially vanish, and one need only compute
the axial current flowing in from infinity, which requires
computing the one loop diagram for the chiral current
È��µ�‰�Í from the action in Eq. (3). Note that in every
case, a nontrivial index is associated with current inflow,
independently from whether D has a continuous sym-
metry or anomalies; this chiral current exists for every
Minkowski theory and is unrelated to any chiral symme-
try the original Minkowski theory might have possessed;
it behaves like a generalization of the familiar Quantum
Hall current.

MAJORANA FERMION IN 1 + 1 DIMENSIONS

Our first example is a massive Majorana fermion in
1 + 1 dimensions. Our starting point is the Lagrangian
in Minkowski spacetime,

LM = 1
2 Â

T
C

!
i /̂ ≠ m

"
Â (8)

1. Construct  

2. Consider the Euclidian QFT with doubled fermions:   

2

Evaluating this with „1 = m‘(x2) and „2 = µ‘(x1) gives
a nonzero value for the vorticity and a nonzero index,
indicating the existence of a gapless state in the original
theory with a single domain wall. the result is valid for
general „(x), however, and not necessarily one with such
simple geometry as crossed planar domain walls.

As another example, we can consider a Dirac fermion
in 2 + 1 dimensions with a domain wall mass. This gives
rise to a one-component massless Weyl fermion on the
1 + 1 dimension edge. To probe its existence in Euclid-
ian spacetime we can add a gauge field with nonzero
vorticity which will ensure a nonzero index for the 2-
dimensional Euclidian Weyl operator via the Atiyah-
Singer index theorem, and hence a nonzero index for the
full 3-dimensional Euclidian Dirac operator.

The above examples explain our approach: we add ex-
tra diagnostic fields to the theory of interest and see how
the index of D depends on them. One finds that the
index is proportional to a topological invariant of these
fields in coordinate space, times a topological invariant
constructed from the fermion dispersion relation in mo-
mentum space. A nonzero value for these winding num-
bers is taken to indicate the existence of massless states
in the Minkowski version of the original theory. We now
describe the general calculation of the index, followed by
examples.

The index of a non-Hermitian elliptic operator D can
be defined as I(0) © limMæ0 I(M), where

I(M) = Tr
53

M
2

D†D + M2 ≠ M
2

DD† + M2

46

= ≠Tr �‰
M

K + M
, (1) {I

M
}

where

K =
3

0 ≠D†

D 0

4
, �‰ =

3
1 0
0 ≠1

4
, {K, �5} = 0 . (2) {K

de
f}

Let us now imagine that S =
s

Â̄DÂ is the Euclidian
action for a system of interest with massless edge states
in (d+1)-dimensional Minkowski spacetime, where we use
the term “edge states” to refer massless fermions bound
to a defect of any codimension. Then 1/(K + M) looks
like the propagator in a new theory with Euclidian action

S =
⁄

d
d+1

x �(K + M)� , (3) {a
ct

}

where � is a complex fermion with its own continuous
fermion number symmetry and in the M æ 0 limit a
continuous axial symmetry, both of which are unrelated
to any symmetries of the original theory. � also has twice
as many components as the physical fermions. We can

now express I(M) in terms of the new theory as

I(M) = M

⁄
d

d+1
x È�(x)�‰�(x)Í , (4) {P

S}

where the quantum averages is computed from a path in-
tegral over � and � with weight e

≠S . As we will show, a
similar action results if we start from a Minkowski theory
of real fermions with Euclidian action

s
Â

T
CDÂ, where

C is the charge conjugation operator.
In the cases we will examine, K will be a linear dif-

ferential operator of the form K = �µˆµ + V , where
the V is some spacetime dependent matrix. Then we
can define the Noether current for the axial symmetry
of eq. (3), Jµ = ��µ�‰� which obeys an anomalous
Ward-Takahashi identity

ˆµJµ = 2M��‰� + A , (5) {d
iv

J}

where the first term on the right is due to the explicit
chiral symmetry breaking by M , and A is the potential
anomalous contribution due to the variance of the path
integral measure [3], with

⁄
d

d+1
x A = 2 lim

�æŒ
Tr �‰e

K2/�2
= ≠2 I(Œ) . (6) {f

uj
i}

It follows then from Eq. (4) that

I(M) = I(Œ) + 1
2

⁄
d

d+1
x ˆµÈ��µ�‰�Í . (7) {i

nd
}

Therefore, to compute the index I(0) one need only com-
pute the two terms on the right in the massless limit.
In all the cases we will consider, the anomaly A and
hence I(Œ) trivially vanish, and one need only compute
the axial current flowing in from infinity, which requires
computing the one loop diagram for the chiral current
È��µ�‰�Í from the action in Eq. (3). Note that in every
case, a nontrivial index is associated with current inflow,
independently from whether D has a continuous sym-
metry or anomalies; this chiral current exists for every
Minkowski theory and is unrelated to any chiral symme-
try the original Minkowski theory might have possessed;
it behaves like a generalization of the familiar Quantum
Hall current.

MAJORANA FERMION IN 1 + 1 DIMENSIONS

Our first example is a massive Majorana fermion in
1 + 1 dimensions. Our starting point is the Lagrangian
in Minkowski spacetime,

LM = 1
2 Â

T
C

!
i /̂ ≠ m

"
Â (8)

4. This can be computed as the divergence of the axial current for this theory:  

2

Evaluating this with „1 = m‘(x2) and „2 = µ‘(x1) gives
a nonzero value for the vorticity and a nonzero index,
indicating the existence of a gapless state in the original
theory with a single domain wall. the result is valid for
general „(x), however, and not necessarily one with such
simple geometry as crossed planar domain walls.

As another example, we can consider a Dirac fermion
in 2 + 1 dimensions with a domain wall mass. This gives
rise to a one-component massless Weyl fermion on the
1 + 1 dimension edge. To probe its existence in Euclid-
ian spacetime we can add a gauge field with nonzero
vorticity which will ensure a nonzero index for the 2-
dimensional Euclidian Weyl operator via the Atiyah-
Singer index theorem, and hence a nonzero index for the
full 3-dimensional Euclidian Dirac operator.

The above examples explain our approach: we add ex-
tra diagnostic fields to the theory of interest and see how
the index of D depends on them. One finds that the
index is proportional to a topological invariant of these
fields in coordinate space, times a topological invariant
constructed from the fermion dispersion relation in mo-
mentum space. A nonzero value for these winding num-
bers is taken to indicate the existence of massless states
in the Minkowski version of the original theory. We now
describe the general calculation of the index, followed by
examples.

The index of a non-Hermitian elliptic operator D can
be defined as I(0) © limMæ0 I(M), where

I(M) = Tr
53

M
2

D†D + M2 ≠ M
2

DD† + M2

46

= ≠Tr �‰
M

K + M
, (1) {I

M
}

where

K =
3

0 ≠D†

D 0

4
, �‰ =

3
1 0
0 ≠1

4
, {K, �5} = 0 . (2) {K

de
f}

Let us now imagine that S =
s

Â̄DÂ is the Euclidian
action for a system of interest with massless edge states
in (d+1)-dimensional Minkowski spacetime, where we use
the term “edge states” to refer massless fermions bound
to a defect of any codimension. Then 1/(K + M) looks
like the propagator in a new theory with Euclidian action

S =
⁄

d
d+1

x �(K + M)� , (3) {a
ct

}

where � is a complex fermion with its own continuous
fermion number symmetry and in the M æ 0 limit a
continuous axial symmetry, both of which are unrelated
to any symmetries of the original theory. � also has twice
as many components as the physical fermions. We can

now express I(M) in terms of the new theory as

I(M) = M

⁄
d

d+1
x È�(x)�‰�(x)Í , (4) {P

S}

where the quantum averages is computed from a path in-
tegral over � and � with weight e

≠S . As we will show, a
similar action results if we start from a Minkowski theory
of real fermions with Euclidian action

s
Â

T
CDÂ, where

C is the charge conjugation operator.
In the cases we will examine, K will be a linear dif-

ferential operator of the form K = �µˆµ + V , where
the V is some spacetime dependent matrix. Then we
can define the Noether current for the axial symmetry
of eq. (3), Jµ = ��µ�‰� which obeys an anomalous
Ward-Takahashi identity

ˆµJµ = 2M��‰� + A , (5) {d
iv

J}

where the first term on the right is due to the explicit
chiral symmetry breaking by M , and A is the potential
anomalous contribution due to the variance of the path
integral measure [3], with

⁄
d

d+1
x A = 2 lim

�æŒ
Tr �‰e

K2/�2
= ≠2 I(Œ) . (6) {f

uj
i}

It follows then from Eq. (4) that

I(M) = I(Œ) + 1
2

⁄
d

d+1
x ˆµÈ��µ�‰�Í . (7) {i

nd
}

Therefore, to compute the index I(0) one need only com-
pute the two terms on the right in the massless limit.
In all the cases we will consider, the anomaly A and
hence I(Œ) trivially vanish, and one need only compute
the axial current flowing in from infinity, which requires
computing the one loop diagram for the chiral current
È��µ�‰�Í from the action in Eq. (3). Note that in every
case, a nontrivial index is associated with current inflow,
independently from whether D has a continuous sym-
metry or anomalies; this chiral current exists for every
Minkowski theory and is unrelated to any chiral symme-
try the original Minkowski theory might have possessed;
it behaves like a generalization of the familiar Quantum
Hall current.

MAJORANA FERMION IN 1 + 1 DIMENSIONS

Our first example is a massive Majorana fermion in
1 + 1 dimensions. Our starting point is the Lagrangian
in Minkowski spacetime,

LM = 1
2 Â

T
C

!
i /̂ ≠ m

"
Â (8)

index(D) =  limM->0 

5. …which can be computed from a 1-loop Feynman diagram  

3.  
<latexit sha1_base64="zMGxGuDFSZ7SwKXFC8Y9RVbU7Zc=">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</latexit>

index(D) = � lim
M!0

Tr��
M

K +M
= lim

M!0
M

Z
dd+1x h ̄�� i
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Bac k to the example of 1+1 dimensional Majorana fermion:

<latexit sha1_base64="8flakoOLi7SSqbY4a9tPtnI4n2g=">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</latexit>

L =  TCD , D = /@ + �1 + i�2��

Find that when   has nonzero vorIcity, this generalized 
Hall current flows to the defect with zeromode 

<latexit sha1_base64="URFWb68wRxapB0J0JLWdla0TK8c=">AAACJnicdVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNtAiCUGaqOHUhFN24rGCt0Kklk946wcyD5I5Qhq79FTdu9S/cibjzC/wG04egoAdCDufcQ3JPkEqh0XHeranpmdm5+cJCcXFpeWXVXlu/1EmmODR4IhN1FTANUsTQQIESrlIFLAokNIPb06HfvAOlRRJfYD+FdsRuYtETnKGROvaWn4ai4+6J0V2hx9RXYULhOhc+hoBs0LFLTtl1Kq5TpU7ZGcGQI8/19j3qTpQSmaDesT/9bsKzCGLkkmndcp0U2zlTKLiEQdHPNKSM37IbaBkaswh0Ox+tMqA7RunSXqLMiZGO1J+JnEVa96PATEYMQ/3L0+a5ELp/eiY3FP/yWhn2qu1cxGmGEPPxJ3qZpJjQYWe0KxRwlH1DGFfC7EF5yBTjaJotmoK+W6D/k8tK2T0sH5wflGonk6oKZJNsk13iEo/UyBmpkwbh5J48kifybD1YL9ar9TYenbImmQ3yC9bHFx0epVg=</latexit>

�1 + i�2 = ⇢ei✓
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In doubled theory compute the axial current: 

4

 

Aβ

θ

θ

Aβ

θ

FIG. 1. Loop diagrams for 1 + 1 and 2 + 1 models (left) and
for the 3 + 1 model (right two). The black dot is an insertion
of the chiral current �µ�‰, and the propagators are K≠1.

winding number of the background scalar field in coordi-
nate space. Now the full topological meaning of the index
is manifest and it is evident why the Feynman integral
produces an integer.

TOPOLOGICAL INSULATOR IN 3 + 1
DIMENSIONS

We next consider a topological insulator in 3+1 dimen-
sions, consisting of a Dirac fermion with a domain wall
mass [7]. In Euclidian spacetime the theory we consider
is

LE = Â̄DÂ , D = /D + „1 ≠ i„2“5 . (19)

In order to probe for gapless edge states we have added
an Abelian gauge field and two scalars to the theory;
the domain wall model of interest will have „2 = 0 and
„1 = m0‘(x1). The operator K in eq. (2) is given by

K =
3

0 ≠D†

D 0

4
=

4ÿ

a=1
�aDa ≠ i„2�5 ≠ i„1�6

= e
≠i◊�56K0e

i◊�56 ,

K0 = �aDa ≠ iˆµ◊�µ�56 ≠ ifl�6 , (20)

the 8 ◊ 8 �-matrices given by

�a = ‡1 ¢ “a , a = 1, . . . , 5 ,

�6 = ‡2 ¢ 1 , �‰ = ‡3 ¢ 1

�56 = i

4 [�5, �6] = ≠ 1
2 ‡3 ¢ “5 .

(21)

We must now compute the divergence of the chiral cur-
rent, È��µ�‰�Í, where again the mismatch between the
four spacetime dimensions, and 8 ◊ 8 � matrices ensures
that the anomaly A in eq. (6) vanishes. The result we
find in a derivative expansion in the external fields is

Jµ = È��µ�‰�Í = 1
2fi2 ‘µ–—“F–— ˆ“◊ , (22) {4

dr
es

}

with „ = „1 + i„2 = fle
i◊. When we consider the case of

the domain wall mass profile in the original theory, we
have „1 = m0‘(x1); a possible background field configu-
ration to detect the edge state is the monopole discussed

in Ref. [9], with gauge field and „2 set to

A = ≠ (1 + cos ◊)eÏ

2r sin ◊
, „2 = µ ≠ 1

2r
, (23)

where {r, ◊, Ï} are polar coordinates for the euclidian
space spanned by {x2, x3, x4}. In this background we
can compute

s
d

4
x ˆµJµ and index, finding

⁄
d

4
x ˆµJµ = ≠2 µ

|µ| =∆ I(0) = µ

|µ| . (24)

The fact that the index is proportional to ◊(µ) indicates
the existence of gapless edge states: a transition in a
topological quantity such as the gap is only possible when
fields become delocalized, and so we see that happens at
µ = 0, indicating no other scale exists in the low energy
spectrum of the theory. Our result eq. (22) can equally
be applied to identify a massless fermion bound to a mag-
netic monopole, by adding an external scalar field in the
form of a vortex.

MAJORANA FERMIONS IN 2 + 1 DIMENSIONS

For our third example we next consider a two com-
ponent complex fermion Â in 2 + 1 dimensions with
both a complex Majorana mass term µ and a real Dirac
mass term m(x1). This theory is known to describe
chiral topological superconductors [10–12]. In the limit
µ æ 0 this is a Dirac fermion with a U(1) fermion num-
ber symmetry while for µ ”= 0 the theory only has a
Z2 fermion number symmetry. When m(x1) has a do-
main wall profile there appear zero, one, or two mass-
less Majorana-Weyl fermions on the defect, depending
on the ratios m±Œ/µ, where ±m± are the asymptotic
values of m(x1) at x

1 = ±Œ. Assuming m± > 0, one
finds from the Dirac equation two gapless left-handed
Majorana-Weyl modes if m± > |µ|, one such mode for
both cases 0 < m± < |µ| < mû and no gapless modes for
0 < m± < |µ|. The chirality of the edge states is reversed
if we take m± < 0, and there are no gapless modes if m±
have the opposite sign.

In Minkowski spacetime the Lagrangian for this system
may be written as

LM = Â̄
!
i /̂ ≠ m

"
Â ≠ i

µ

2 Â
T

CÂ ≠ i
µ

ú

2 Â̄ CÂ̄
T

, (25) {m
aj

m
od

}

where we can work in the explicit basis “
0 = ‡1, “

1 = i‡2,
“

2 = i‡3 and C = ‡2. At this point it is convenient to
write µ = µ1 + iµ2, where the µi are real, and work with
a four component real spinor ‰ where

Â = ‰1 + i‰2Ô
2

, Â̄ = (‰1 ≠ i‰2)T
“

0
Ô

2
, ‰ =

3
‰1
‰2

4
.(26)

<latexit sha1_base64="oC08XFxM/EmrCQBeuRTdyOiQQSU=">AAACG3icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vquDGzWARXIWk1tbsii50WcE+oAlhMp22Q2eSMDMRSuynuHGrf+FO3LrwJ/wGp20EC/XAwOGce7h3ThAzKpVlfRm5ldW19Y38ZmFre2d3r7h/0JJRIjBp4ohFohMgSRgNSVNRxUgnFgTxgJF2MLqe+u0HIiSNwns1jonH0SCkfYqR0pJfPHJvEOfId3kC3cGc4iH1iyXLvHAc23GgZVozTEmtfF4tQztTSiBDwy9+u70IJ5yECjMkZde2YuWlSCiKGZkU3ESSGOERGpCupiHiRHrp7P4JPNVKD/YjoV+o4Ez9m0gRl3LMAz3JkRrKBU/qdUPSW+rp3FRc5nUT1b/0UhrGiSIhnh/RTxhUEZwWBXtUEKzYWBOEBdX/gHiIBMJK11nQBf22AP8nrbJpV83KXaVUv8qqyoNjcALOgA1qoA5uQQM0AQaP4Bm8gFfjyXgz3o2P+WjOyDKHYAHG5w+SHaF9</latexit>
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Furthermore, the divergence of the current is recognized as being proporIonal to an integer winding 
number in momentum space

2

Evaluating this with „1 = m‘(x2) and „2 = µ‘(x1) gives
a nonzero value for the vorticity and a nonzero index,
indicating the existence of a gapless state in the original
theory with a single domain wall. the result is valid for
general „(x), however, and not necessarily one with such
simple geometry as crossed planar domain walls.

As another example, we can consider a Dirac fermion
in 2 + 1 dimensions with a domain wall mass. This gives
rise to a one-component massless Weyl fermion on the
1 + 1 dimension edge. To probe its existence in Euclid-
ian spacetime we can add a gauge field with nonzero
vorticity which will ensure a nonzero index for the 2-
dimensional Euclidian Weyl operator via the Atiyah-
Singer index theorem, and hence a nonzero index for the
full 3-dimensional Euclidian Dirac operator.

The above examples explain our approach: we add ex-
tra diagnostic fields to the theory of interest and see how
the index of D depends on them. One finds that the
index is proportional to a topological invariant of these
fields in coordinate space, times a topological invariant
constructed from the fermion dispersion relation in mo-
mentum space. A nonzero value for these winding num-
bers is taken to indicate the existence of massless states
in the Minkowski version of the original theory. We now
describe the general calculation of the index, followed by
examples.

The index of a non-Hermitian elliptic operator D can
be defined as I(0) © limMæ0 I(M), where

I(M) = Tr
53

M
2

D†D + M2 ≠ M
2

DD† + M2

46

= ≠Tr �‰
M

K + M
, (1) {I

M
}

where

K =
3

0 ≠D†

D 0

4
, �‰ =

3
1 0
0 ≠1

4
, {K, �5} = 0 . (2) {K

de
f}

Let us now imagine that S =
s

Â̄DÂ is the Euclidian
action for a system of interest with massless edge states
in (d+1)-dimensional Minkowski spacetime, where we use
the term “edge states” to refer massless fermions bound
to a defect of any codimension. Then 1/(K + M) looks
like the propagator in a new theory with Euclidian action

S =
⁄

d
d+1

x �(K + M)� , (3) {a
ct

}

where � is a complex fermion with its own continuous
fermion number symmetry and in the M æ 0 limit a
continuous axial symmetry, both of which are unrelated
to any symmetries of the original theory. � also has twice
as many components as the physical fermions. We can

now express I(M) in terms of the new theory as

I(M) = M

⁄
d

d+1
x È�(x)�‰�(x)Í , (4) {P

S}

where the quantum averages is computed from a path in-
tegral over � and � with weight e

≠S . As we will show, a
similar action results if we start from a Minkowski theory
of real fermions with Euclidian action

s
Â

T
CDÂ, where

C is the charge conjugation operator.
In the cases we will examine, K will be a linear dif-

ferential operator of the form K = �µˆµ + V , where
the V is some spacetime dependent matrix. Then we
can define the Noether current for the axial symmetry
of eq. (3), Jµ = ��µ�‰� which obeys an anomalous
Ward-Takahashi identity

ˆµJµ = 2M��‰� + A , (5) {d
iv

J}

where the first term on the right is due to the explicit
chiral symmetry breaking by M , and A is the potential
anomalous contribution due to the variance of the path
integral measure [3], with

⁄
d

d+1
x A = 2 lim

�æŒ
Tr �‰e

K2/�2
= ≠2 I(Œ) . (6) {f

uj
i}

It follows then from Eq. (4) that

I(M) = I(Œ) + 1
2

⁄
d

d+1
x ˆµÈ��µ�‰�Í . (7) {i

nd
}

Therefore, to compute the index I(0) one need only com-
pute the two terms on the right in the massless limit.
In all the cases we will consider, the anomaly A and
hence I(Œ) trivially vanish, and one need only compute
the axial current flowing in from infinity, which requires
computing the one loop diagram for the chiral current
È��µ�‰�Í from the action in Eq. (3). Note that in every
case, a nontrivial index is associated with current inflow,
independently from whether D has a continuous sym-
metry or anomalies; this chiral current exists for every
Minkowski theory and is unrelated to any chiral symme-
try the original Minkowski theory might have possessed;
it behaves like a generalization of the familiar Quantum
Hall current.

MAJORANA FERMION IN 1 + 1 DIMENSIONS

Our first example is a massive Majorana fermion in
1 + 1 dimensions. Our starting point is the Lagrangian
in Minkowski spacetime,

LM = 1
2 Â

T
C

!
i /̂ ≠ m

"
Â (8)

index(D) =  limM->0 

result:

winding number of background scalar 
field in posi)on spacewinding number of fermion 

propagator  in momentum space
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•Nonzero result indicates that the Minkowski theory has a massless state 

•The index is computed as the divergence of an inflowing generalized Hall currents in the 
doubled theory…even though no Hall currents in original theory 

•The computaIon clearly reveals the underlying topology in phase space.

result:

winding number of background scalar 
field in posiIon space

winding number of fermion 
propagator  in momentum 
space
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We have applied this to more complicated cases, such as IQH system with superconducIvity  
= fermion in 2+1 with both constant Majorana mass µ + Dirac mass m with domain wall profile 

Depending on m & µ we find (i) no massless edge state, (ii) one Majorana-Weyl edge state, (iii) one Weyl edge state
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Conclusions

•Topological phases are ubiquitous in theories of Dirac and Majorana fermions in various dimensions 
(and can be related to CM systems by symmetries) 

•Both the existence of massless edge states and theory topological origin can be computed by 
calculaIng the divergence of a “generalized Hall current” in Euclidian spaceIme via 1-loop Feynman 
diagram in background fields. 

• Currently exploring whether the “periodic table of topological insulators and superconductors” 
(Kitaev, 2009) can be derived in this manner… 

• …whether the effect of interacIons be incorporated? 

•…and whether the doubled theories have any direct counterpart in Minkowski spaceIme that could be 
explored experimentally… 
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